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PRACTICUM ABSTRACT

ACADEMIC GRADE INFLATION AT BROWARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

This practicum has examined the phenomenon of academic grade

inflation, vhich has occurred in recent years in many two and four-

year institutions of higher education. Some critics argue that such

a development is not a serious problem; that many underprepared s tu-

dents cannot achieve academically as do traditional students anyway.

Therefore, it is claimed, such students should be encouraged by

receiving passing grades even though they do not achieve academically .

The concept that "success encourages success" is an important factor

in this position. Educational innovators like K. Patricia Cross

sometimes follow this line of argument; but even she opposes giving

non-achieving and underprepared students credentials simply to in-

crea e their s ocio-economic pas i ti on .

Those who oppose the above liberalized grading system argue

that since the world is a competitive place, students should prepare

for it by being graded according to their real academic achievement,

rezardless of their previous disadvantaged or 'underprepared statui.

This practicum, after reviewing the litet'ature.and finding that

academic grade inflation has indeed occurred in recent yeas in many

institutions of higher educatiOn, eXimiries possible grade inflation

at Sroward Community Col lege in. Fort Lauderdale, Fl ori da. Rea earth

.

clearly .indicates that very significant grade inflation has taken
. . . .

place, both in the Social Science Division in. particul ;r and in tie
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college at large. Many reasons are indicated as to why this has

occurred.

Recommendations are ntade to make student grading conform, more

closely with academic achievement, and explanations are offered thy

this should be done. At the same time, allowance and accommodation

for the underprepared student are recognized. Limited innovative

teaching techniques are suggested in order to help such students

including individualized instruction. Perhaps a no-fail or pass-

fail evaluation system might be in order. Other recommendations

for change are made. Yet suds dianges mist not be allowed to eroce

academi c standards lh e public demands that students ach i eve ace.-

demically if they are to receive academic credentials to that effect.
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ACADEMIC GRADE INFLATION AT BRUAARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE

INTRODUCTION

In recent years i t has become evident at many institutions

of hicher education, and especially at community colleges, that

academic grade inflation, or the tendency of instructors to grade
,..-

students higher than their work warrants , has become a fact of life.

Traditionally, and as recently as barely a decade ago, a C grade

was considered average. The situation now is quite different. So

many A's and B's are today being given that educators who have stu-

died the phenomenon claim that the average grade in many institutions

is B. This tendency has apparently occurred not because college

students are more capable than in earlier years or that they study

harder. Indeed the 'reverse may be true, since college entrance

examination scores are lover today than in previous years. The

Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey reports that

college admissions scores are 15 percent lower than they were ten

years ago)

The Miami Herald interviewed several officials from Florida's

institutions of higher education and found a number of explanations

for the recent grade inflation.2 Dr. Robert Mautz, Chancellor of

:Florida's nine-university system, is concerned with thisdeveloprnent,

and has asked academic leaders to study it. Others theorize that

the state .of the economy is largely to blame; that the drop in the

.,
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number of college students has caused instructors to grade more

leniently in order that further erosion in enrollments might Le

reduced. Still others claim that the recent emphasis on student

evaluations of instructors has intimidated the latter so that they

give higher grades. Others yet claim that grades should not be

punitive ; that everyone should be given an opportunity to s ucceed;

that a student's failure simpJy encourages him to repeat such

failure. Many argue that so-called disadvantaged or underprepared

students should receive special consideration in grading.

Whatever the reasons for the more liberal grading sys tens

today, there can be little doubt that Broward Community College

in Fort Lauderdale, Florida and some of its neighboring two and

four-year ins ti ti tutions are following this same practice. An

examination of the percentage of A's given at BCC in 1 96 9, for

example, shovs 11.8 percent of all grades in that category. In

1973, however, the percentage had risen to 17.2. The percentage

increase of "A" grades at nearby Miami -Dade Comunity tbllege has

been even more startling: from 13.2 percent in 1969 to 26.5 per-

cent in 1973,3 The increases in this category for Florida Atlan-

tic University for corresponding years has gone from 17.6 to 25.1

percent; the University of Miami from 18.6 to 24.1 percent; and

the University of Florida from 21.6 to 28.2 percent.4

The purpose of this practicum is to ascertain to what extent

"academic grade inflation" has occurred in the decade between
4.
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1 %3 -1 X)4 and 1973-1974, and especially from 1958-1959 to 1973-1974.

Also, recoirndations will be suggested concerning the significance

of this tendency and how it might te dealt with at BCC.

The general problem of grade inflation has become quite seri-

ous in recent years; some critics maintain that the practice, if

continued, may threaten academic standards and even the very founda-

tion of higher education. Others claim that it is not a serious

threat and can be reasonably expected to occur in these days of

"open admissions" and innovative teaching techniques. The latter

group asks for increased consideration for the disadvantaged, under-

prepared and heterogeneous student populations and for changing

educational philosophies, which tend to reduce the importance of

grades.

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

Keith R. St. Onge, a departmental chairman at Southern Illinois

University, writing in Change, is quite concerned with the tendency

toward grade inflation. He notes the broad attack on traditional

grading, which argues that the use of grades is "bad" because poor

grades lead to the conclusion that some students have learned nct.hing

when apparently they have.5 According to such misguided critics,

says St. Onge,"to fail students is bad because it reduces enrollments."

Ha argues:

The entire retinue of contemporary academic
adaptations ... --s tudent-run colloquia, profi -
ci ency tests, credits for on-the-job training,
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selective and even total exemption of certain
students (often potentially the best) from
general education--all argue strongly that
many students are poor and/or incompetent
scholars .6

St. Onge is especially critical of the practice of students

evaluating instructors) claiming that this practice intimidates

teachers into giving out higher grades than are earned. Says St. Onge:

It [student evaluations of instructors] is a
fraud perpetrated on students and ourselves to
support the delusion that teaching is being e-
valuated. Students undoubtedly derive some
gratification from registering their impressions
on unlovable instructors, demanding and uncom-
pliant instructors, aging and less "with it"
instructors. Such exercise could be a useful
catharsis for the students, but they should not
be deluded into thinking they are evaluating

teaching.

This (student evaluations of teaching] Mould
be a victory of the uninformed over the informed,
even of the stupid over the intelligent, result-
ing in a new tyranny of the incompetent over the
competent./

On the other hand, George Benston claims that the practice

of students evaluating their instructors is a useful one, and does

not necessarily cause grade inflation.8 He claims that it is not

true that the students'' value entertainment, easy courses, and the

physically-attractive professors. He maintains that students show

little respect for the "easy" teacher and that they show no objection

to working hard in worthlthile courses.9

Yet research by Robert W. Powell, Professor of Psythelog at

the University of South Florida, shows exactly opposite findings
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compared with Bens ton, especially concerning academic grad inflati3n

and student evaluations of instructors. He points out that evaltia-

dons of professors ty students may be "torse than useless." Pot..ell

clams that he did sorreanalysis of factors such as amount learned,

stringency of grading, and student evaluations of his teaching.

In reference to them he says :

I receive much higher evaluations from stu-
tents t.hen they are required to do less work,
receive higher grades and learn substantially
less .

Poll foUnd that in the one section in thich
he employed a "lenient" grading policy, stu-
dents gave him a high rating but learned sig-
nificantly less. The students in the three
-other sectiors vere graded on a stricter po-
licy and they learned more but gave the pro-
fessor a lower evaluation.10

The above examples give exactly opposing viers of the influ-

ence of student evaluations of instructors and their influence upon

grade inflation. tiewst.eek addresses itself to the phenomenon of

grade inflation also, pointing out that "a number of educators are

voicing concern over the rampant inflation of grades .11 It points

out that an unhappy consequence is causing graduate schools to dis -

(Pi SS the transcripts of their applicants as misleading; they are

concentrating instead on test scores. Newsiteek continues:

Very few educators believe that grades are
higher because students are smarter. "You
kno...1 darn yell they're not," scoffs Pierce
'Williams, chairman of the history department
at Cornell University . "If anything, today
they are even more functionally illiterate '

than they !sc.! to be ..."



The schools aren't so anxious to flunk stu-
dents out anymore ," says the dean of one South-
ern university. "They need to help students to stay
in business, so they're grading higher."12

Time claims that a major cause of grade inflation wrs the

dissatisfaction with traditional marking during the 19601s. Schools

like Hamilton College in upstate Nail York resisted grade inflation

practices. But Wien graduate schools did not buy this explanation,

P. ami 1 ton too has reluctantly al lowed its s tri ct grade di s tri buti on

to slowly creep upward. Dean Stephen Kurtz of Hamilton wonders if

the world floc' longer cares for quality anymore. i3

Warren Bryan Martin, Vice-President of the Danforth Founda-

tion, also deprecates the practice of grade inflation. He points

out that the shortage of student enrollments has caused sore faculty

to resort to practices they know threaten their integrity :.1.artin

says that they "jazz up classes, follow fads, relax requirementst

and coddle student ." J explains that cynical students exploit

this situation unmerci ful ly"... :

They can threaten to Withdraw from a class that
has a minimum FTE (Where a certain enrollment
is necessary for the class to "make)," insist
on special arrangements regarding attendance,
pare down reading lists , negotiate for gt-attes .
Some faculty feel intimidated.°

1.\

, .
The-above comments on grades are not made to overemphasize

their-impvrtance in the classroom. Indeed, the well-kno3tm educator

K. Patricia Cross (Beyond the Open Door) points out that in the

community college, especially, partly because of the great varia-

tions in student abilities and socioeconomic backgrounds, an.excess-ive

1
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el11711 is on grades may be hartlful to the learning process. She be-

lieves) and rightly so, that higher education "should be open to all

those able and willing to do v.erk in the manner and form in vhi ch

it is now offered." But even Cross , vho represents the liberal

position in issues such as "open admissions ," and on accorirnodating

all types of abilities and skills is not willing:

to lower the standards of academic education
in order to get credentials in the hands of
the disadvantaged so that they can obtain the
material and social benefits of society.15

Cross says that because of limited successes in the past

we would do tell "to give up our preoccupation with correcting the

deficiencies of New Students, and concentrate instead on develop-

ing the new range of talents and interests they bring to higher

education." She wishes to help move the New Student toward the
.....

develop4nt of his abilities; but not try to make him "a pale car-

ton cow of the academically elite of bygone days."

The above approach , of course, would tend to downgrade evalu-

ation as it has previous 1Y b6en known; but Cross still speaks out 1

for New Students' "reaching higher and higher standards of perform-

ance."16 In any event, Cross apparently would to some degree solve

the grade inflation problem concerning new students ly avoiding it

or, ffiedi fying it. She does s peak out for tailoring academic prograrrs

for the student rather tharyhe reverse. Her veil - known volume

3eyond.the Open Door does make a good case for certain curriculum.

alternatives," and perhaps these may very well be useful in tailoring
. .



a college experience for "New Learners" %.,ith 1 i n i tad acadamic

skills and abilities. Tney usually include non - traditions; evalua-

tion techniques, vhich have a "no-threat" approach.

This year the University of Florida reported that 28,2 per-

cent of its grades were A's com:$ared with only 17 percent seven

year ago. Yet this year's students were testably less able, ac-

coniing to the Educational Testing Service; than the of 1557..7

At the University of Miami, a private institution Mic+1 has dropped

ty almost 2;000 in enrollment in recent years, the pattern is tie

same;- The eventual dismissal point has dropped chile the Dean's

List has grom.1 8 In 1970, 19.5 percent of UM's 11,320 undergradu-

ates had grade point averages below C. But last fall only 15.2

percent of 9,162 students here in that category. To compound the

problem, thL average scores on the Scholar tic Aptitude Tes t (SAT)

of entering UM students had dropped about 20 points out of a pos-

sible 1600 in recent years .19

Sue Holmes, a UM researcher, speculated that professors

may feel forced to be relative about grading and, therefore, reduce

s tandards because of economic and enrollment factors. Dr. Sidney

I. 3esvinick, Associate Academic Dean at UM, suggested that pro-

fessors are afraid of students. He explained that during the

militancy of the late 19,63's students began to challenge grades and

to ask professors to justify giving a C rather than a G or an

?r,::::_ss ors found thenselves vulnerable and found it easier .
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insttut.:nns to give A's and L's rather than "fight At tle

Uni v,rsity of Wis consin , at many state universities and co:-.:nuni ty

col leges , and even at some of the more selective i rs ti tuti ors ti is

has been a fact of life.20

Dr. Bob Feinberg, a University of Florida researcher, claim

a rajor neon for the change is largely due to the rather recently

emphas i zed student eval uati ons of instructors , vhi ch have tended to

intim, date professors. He points out that these evaluations all

entered into the professors ' personnel files and are later taken in-

to account in promotions. He also says that in this period of de-

clining enrollments irstuctors grade easier in order to attract

students.21

Dr. Robert Mautz, the university-system chancellor noted a-

bove, sees the trend as bad for the student. He points out that it

is wrong to delude students Iv saying they have qualities Which they

do not really have. Also, the trend toward easier grading confuses

graduate schools in picking promising upper-level students. Wi's

Besvinick agrees , pointing out that in the real world there is com-

petition, and students should be prepared for this. Dr. L.E. Grinter,

retired Graduate Dean of the University of Florida, has spent The

past year in stydying the change, arguing that it is important to an

employer that grades have meaning. He claims that students have lost

an important part of their credentials if grades mean nothing.
22



On the other nand, 3esvi:.ick, like many educators, 't
se: very much relationship betveen grades and learning, mairiTZ-1:ng

that some students learn much in a course in vhich they mac:F.: a C,

thile others might make an A in another course in v.hich they learned

little. While Mautz says that the average person v.on't work hard

to get good grades if he doesn't have to, he does admit that people

at the University of Florida tell him that students are working hard-

er than ever. 23

The above remarks indicate that grading has become more lenient

in recent years. But at the same time, some of the people v.ho claim

this fact downgrade grades to some degree as a perfect reflection of

that s tudents learn in a course. Still , grades probably do reflect

student achievement to a reasonable extent. As such, grades snould

not be given with little relationship to hat was adnieved acade:lic-

ally. On the other hand, the importance of grades should not be

exaggerated so that students are impelled to study rare for the grade

than for what grades represent in learning. Grades should not be

overemphasized to such an extent that the very atmosphere in a Class

reflects grade consciousness to the virtual exclusion of interest

and joy in learning and in creative thought. Academic standards

should not be allowed to erocefurther; yet accommodation to varied

student abilities and socioeconomic populations should still be an

important consideration in the curriculum.
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In order to ascertain to %,h at degree academic grade infla-

tion may indeed have occurred at Broward Community College, an

examination of grade distributions was made in the computer cc..nr.c.r.

A period of ten years (1953-1973) hz investigated, with major ail-

phasis on the latter five years . The computer print-out grade dis -

tri buti on scheme employs two di fferent grade distribution format .

The period from 1%3-1%4 through 1957-1958 uses a grade distribu-

tion format as follovs: ABC D F I WP WF X W Total. The grade

values are A = Excellent; i3 = Good; C = Fair; D = Low Pass; F =

F a i l ; I = Incomplete; WP = Withdrew Passing; WF = Withdrew Fai ling ;

X = Failing because of leaving course without formal withdrawal;

I = Incomplete. The letter X was used only until the 1958-195S

period; after that period it w not employed in order to re ace

failing grades as much as possible. Whenever X or I represent oily

tiny percentac,ies) of little s i gni fi cance to this study, they will

also be omitted. For the period beginning with 1967-1968 the totals

of posing grades A, B and C are indicated; likevise, totals for

grades D, F, and WF, and W and WP. Finally, tire totals for all en-

rol led students , regardless of when any withdrew, are listed, boti

for the earlier five-year period and the later one.

It was decided to include the grade distribution statistics

for only four academic areas --history, political science, psychology,

and sociology, in addition to a composite of all college course
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g;-z.-&-s. This plan viould offer detailed and corroborating restlts

for one academic division (social science); and it would also give

an overall picture of all college grade distributions. The abova-

fields in the Social Science Division here chosen to be studied in

some detail largely because they are major academic field; also

because the writer of this paper teaches history and political

science at BCC and is particularly interested in the social science

area.

In order to :take the study more meaningful, actual noters

of enrollees are included in the study, as well as percentages in

the grade distributions. These numbers also indicate the growth

of the college and show the relationship between the numbers

of students taking courses in the above four academic areas com-

pared with the total enrollment. To include numbers is important;

simply reporting percentages without including numbers of students

enrolled might give misleading information on the importance of the

percentages. The three additional "totals" in the computer fc,-;at

for the years after 1968, noted above, are useful information °o:-

adr.-.nistrators concerned with the number of enrollees who s i.tis-

factorily complete courses; and also with the number of those v.'no

withdrau tx..fore the completion of their courses .

The Appendix to this practicum includes grade distri btrcions

and enrollee statistics beginning with Term I, 1953-1964, and con-

cl.:c.'ing with Term II, 1973-1974. Statistics for only eight o, tne
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ten-year period are included ; it is believed this is a sufficiently .

representative sample for recommendations. Because of the importance

of the final year (1973-1974), both term's statistics for that year

are its ted.

RESULTS

It can be observed ty looking at the grade distribution staz

tis tics in the Appendix that in Term I of 1963 -1964, 5.3 percent (:`,3)

of the history enrollees received a grade of A. In the same Period

7.3% (30) received A in political science; 10.4% (37) in psydiology,

and 10 . gI (37) in sociology. The percentioarA's for all course en-

rollees given at the college that semester was 8.7%(879)--out of a

stoteol number of 10,102. It can be noticed that ty the first sa.mester

of 1%8-1%9 there was already a moderate grade inflation in cos z

areas under consideration. But this was not nearly so great as here

be during most of the next five-year period. Semester I grade

fic:ures for 1958 -1969 show 9.7% or 155 students received A's in his-

tory , considerably more perdentag4ewise and, of course, in real numbers,

tin tie 1963 -1964 figures . political science, psycholog,

End sociology show little change in this year, the percentage change

college%vise went from from 8.7 in the earlier period to 12.1 in 1%8-

1969.

really great grade inflationary period came after 1 9.8-

969. The percentage of enrollees in courses receiving A in h fstcni
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fron.5.3 in 1933-19.5'4 to 15.9 in Term I of 1971-1972. In ;,z,;/-

dialog the 1963-1964 figures had increased from 10.4 to 24.2 Ly tie

.later year; and in sociolog 10.9 to 23.5. Composite A grades for

ti theentire college vent' from 8.7 in 1 953-1 964 to 17.1 in 1 971-1 972.

Term I I , 1973 -1974 A percentages respectively are: his tom, 17.3;
.

poi ti dAl science, 14.4; psjicildlogy , 24.3- sociology, 23. 9. "grades
21.14

percentagevrise for the entire -college weres21.15 up from 17.1 tv.o

years earlier) and from 8.7 in 1963-1 96 4.

It now might be reasohably asked if the academic ability of

BCC students was significantly higher in 1 973-1 974 than.a decade

earlier. An examination of the"Florida Twelfth Grade Tes 'scores

-of entering BCC s tudents id both *periods indicates that there is

little sigriifi cant differente in this area to account for the great

academic grade inflation that has occurred.

TO compound the problem further, there has also been sore

increase percentagewise in the nuMber-of'n given during the latter

.part of the decade compared wi th e earlier period. More s i oni fi -

cart yet, there has been a sizable`decrease in C's during the last

few years and a very significant drop -in, D's and F's percentage se .

in us fn 1%3-1%4 the percentage of B's. given for the entire college

v..m 23.8, vh i le the percentage of C's vas 26.1; D's , 11.3 and F's ,

8.1. For Tern I of 1 973-1 974, however, the percentage of B's -given

for al 1 cours es was up to 23.43 vhi le C's were down to 18.34. The

nurn-..or of D's given at this time went far lover from a percen
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of 11.3 to 4.3; F's from the earlier 8.1 down to cnly 3.02. F.or

in:Iividual fields in the Social Science Division the story is the

s

ABCDFHis tory (percentages )

195 34034 5.3 13;1 27.3 12-.8 11..0
1973 -1974, 14.7 24.0 25.1 6.1 1.5

Political Science (percentages)
A -3 D F

:933-1 934 7.8 18.1 27.3 15.9 7.7
1973 -1074 15.4 27.8 23.7 3.5 4.1

A B C D ..,E

Psychology (percentagesABCDF
lc.,:;3-1 964 10.4 18.4 24.3 15.0 9.6
1973 -1974 21.4 21.7 20.7 5.7 3.5

Sociology (percentages))
A B. C D F

19:,3:-1964 10.9 23.3 21.1 8.0 6.5
1973 -1974 19.9 23.1 21.5 4.8 2.5

The above figures clearly indicate that the percentage of D's

and F's given in the latter part of the decade is far less than in

the earlier. An examination of the Appendix will show, as noted

above, that most of the grade inflation took place in the period

since 1 95 3-196 9.

In order to understand the Appendix more fully , i it sh should

again he emphasized that starting vith the year 1 933-1 95 9 the

computer grade distribution format ms modified so that the s tSrS

and percentages of enrollees vho received passing grades of A, B,

and C are indicated. Likewise, totals and percentages of these



. receiving grades of b, F, and WF are included; and the same fl, -,-

and ozr,-centapes of grades of W and WP. Totals of A grade peiscen-...s

in individual academic areas and for the college as 0."'.hole are under-

lined twice in order to make these 'figures stand out.

It might further Le stated that eligibility for ra.,ntelhi!: in

Phi Theta Kappa, the Comuniti -Junior Cc.ilege National Honorary Scho-

1 tic Society, has increased numerically almost three-fold durinn
..-

the past six years , as has the number of students listed on the Dean's

List and the President's List. To be eligible for Phi Theta Kappa',

a full -tine student must have at least a 3.3. grade point average; for

the Dean's List, at least 3.5; and for the President's List, CO,

The writer of this practicum has been the Faculty Sponsor for Phi

Theta Kappa at BCC since 1 957 and, therefore, is in a unique position

to be acquainted with this situation. While it is true that Broward

Corm unity College has grown in enrollmnt ty approximately seventy

percent during this period, this increase does not compare with the

almmt 300 percent increase in numbers of students qualifying for

rem:ership in Phi Theta Kappa--in spite of the fact that the Phi

Theta Kappa G.P.A. requirement has been increased from 3.1 to 3.3.

For the 1974 -1975 academic .year students at BCC will have to gain

a 3.35 G.P.A.--anothereffort to counteract the results of academic

grade inflation.
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It appears to this writer that academic grade inflation may

already have gone beyond an opti,num point. It has sometimes been

compared with inflation in the economy, although, obviously, t-lre

are manifold differences batmen the two to make for a close analo3y.

Nevertheless, both types of inflation come about because of insuffi-

cient goods (the econoray)_ar-icademic achievement (in education) to

make for a realistic balance or relationship. While it is true that

new developments in hiller education require new solutions, innova-

tions to help solve themthould be gradual, rational and carefully

considered before they are employed on a large scale. The overuse

of certain types of "hardware," much of vhidn lies rusting in ware-

houses , is an example of the problem, It is true that disadvanta3ed

or underprepared students cannot reasonably be expected to perform

academically like more traditional ones. Yet to properly accommodate

the forcer in the connunity college, reasonable academic standards

for their level of abi 1i ty should be expected and enforced--as K.

Patricia Cross points cut:

The full meaning of universal postsecondary
education has probably not Men unc:erstood, and
certainly not been accepted, ty the majority of
people chose 1 i fe is education, The most corn'on
pcs i ti on among faculty %.110 cons i der thers elves
enlicjhtened is that higher education should be
open to all those able and villing to do the work
in the manner and form in hich they are now offered.
A second position is taken ty a growing minority
to lower the standards of academic education in
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ord.,r to get credentials in the hands of the disad-
vantar,e-: so that can obtain the material and
social banefi ts of society.

t'ar ti on is adeqL:ate i in these times ...[The
purpose of education] is to raximize the potential
of each person to live a fulfilled and constructive
life. And to accomplish this end we need not lower
standards. Quite the contrary, we should organize
education around the Premise that we must demand
of each student the highest standards of pqrformarte
in the utilization of his or her talents .4i+

In recent years greater emnhasis has been placed on so-called

"career education" curriculurs, sometimes at the expense of general

education. This development to a limited degree is a healthy one;

tccay's technological world needs skilled people as perhaps never

before. Teathers fh the liberal arts areas have been overproduced;

many have been unable to find positions in areas for v,hic'n they

have been trained. On the other hand, basic communication and citi-

zenship skills and learning should be emphasized much more than they

have been in recent years. Therefore, courses in English composi-

tion, history and political science shduld usually be made required

courses in the Community College, especially for students planning

university-transfer prograns. Even for those in two-year terminal

programs these courses should he strongly encouraged. Certainly

the field of sociology should not be allowed to be a substitute for

a solid course in history or political science, as is the practice

in all too many two-year institutions today.
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or important yet, courses should not be "eatered e!;.e:-"

si:-,ply to accommodate underPrepared students. This writer

hes seen all too often the f, u bs ti tuti on of so-called "innovative'.

courses for "sutstantive" ones, with the rationale that it is more

important to interest a student in an area than to require him to

really learn something.

(in the other hand, everything possible should be done to

accom.modate the so-called Pim Studentvrithin the framework of

proper academic standards and requirements. So-called innovative

teaching techniques, if they include reasonable evaluative techniques ,

mig'it be useful, But runaway grade inflation is not one of these

techniques. Evaluation, in whatever form, should include a reasonable

relationship batv,een academic achievement and the grade or symbol

employed to represent this achievement.

Other recommendatiOns are as follovs:

1) The world is a competitive place; academic grades to a reasonable
degree should represent student accomplishment in a particular
course - -at least until better evaluative methods are found.

2) success to some extent may breed success ," this concept
should not b overused so that students receive much hicjher
grades than their achievement warrants.

The a&-in4.stration should rake every effort to insure ;:eat stu-
dent evaluations of instructors do not overly tfluence irstructors'
(.7radi:le of students--a result sometimes of student intimicet:en
oF instructors.

LI:, The ,eord relevance is an important concept in the collee: cueri-
culum, but it should not be t:sed simply to do avay with
required courses, or to reduce academic standarcs.
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5) Acce3,-,:edating the 1,nderorcraned student is an irport?mt Ind
viable task for the coei.:..inity college. Yet this idea should
not to eployed mainly to put credentials*in the hands of
unqualified students.

rt Cc ',lege students should required to written or subjective
tests as veil as 1.1..e often overused objective, "multiple-
chofce" format.

7) A stricter class attendance policy should by enforced at
instructors, not viishing to drop students from cuss

excessive absence, t.::erety reducing their ovn
not;?r," allow students to remain. Ser,le of these are accdam-
ic,elly marginal students and need class attendance for s uccess .
Instructors often pass these students, regartiless of achieve-
ment. This problem should be resolved.

8) Serious consideration should be given to a non-failing gr.:d:ng
system. Some institutions employ a grading system such ,

B, C, and Nil (no record). This plan would prevent a stunen:s
C.P.A. from going belo the passing level of 2.0. At the
time it could reduce the tendency of some instructors to pae.s
nen-achieving students simply to avoid giving them failing
grades. A limited pass -fai 1 grading system might also be con-
s idered.

9) Division and departmental meetings should be called to disc!...ss
grading in relation to academic achievement. They should be
reminded to avoid excessive academic grade inflation. Instruc-
tors teaching different sections of the same course should
attempt to agree on general evaluation techniques. A certain
amount of academic achievement in one section should be roughly
equivalent to that of another. The concept of learning objec-
tives might be discussed; but this should not be forced on any
academic department.

10) Tne above recomendations could be made through so-called
"academic" channels at BCC ,These muld go to such acad2ric
co:-.7nittees as the Academic Affairs Committee, and the Academic
Standards. Next they might go to the departmental, divisional
tie\es.:5 they would be discussed by the respective faculties.
P.commendations might then be made to the academic and executive
academic cee..pus deans; from there to the Vice-President for
Acac:::-c Affairs and to the Executive Vice-President. In a few
irstances soe:e. of these recommendations could even go to the
BCC President and to the Board of Trustees. At some time during
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t`: is process the Faclty Sento and a full faculty mzeting

ri ch..... consider s on of these re cora-nen dati ons The v.ri ter

of s practi cum h,:ppens to La a cvather of the 3CC Facul

Senate and as such plans to bring up some of these items at
Senate roetings.

In conclusion, it can be said that the adootion of s0171,1. of

the above recomrondations can represent positive change for Brr,,..:rd

Co..7L.:nity College. These coulo help combine some innovative teaching

procedures with more positive evaluation techniques than are now in

use. Accountability is the word that state legislatures are using

than over before in reference to quality education. Runaway

academic grade inflation does not help to improve academic account-

ability and proven learning in the classroom. For too long a period

the public Sas been critical of the amount of learning that has been

.going-on in many schools and colleges. It must be admitted that

change such as is indicated above for BCC will play only a limited

part intbe improvernnt,in community college education in Florida or

throughout the country. Yet this change, if successful, might be des-

cribed in educational journals and might have some influence beyond

3rcward County.

It appears that the time is overdue for serious consideration

of so1b of the changes suggested above. Such innovations might help

to bring to the public rene%ed confidence in education, confidence

%%hien in recent years has sometimes been eroding. Such confidence

coLld bring greater financial and moral support to our institutions

of higher learning.
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